What: 2 Fish & Wildlife Tech II’s  
When: **July 1 - October 11**  
Where: Eagle, AK (Canada border) Eagle Sonar field camp  
Who: Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Technicians live in field camp for the entire season. All food is paid for. Test fishing for King Salmon, Summer & Fall Chum Salmon.  
No experience necessary, just a positive attitude and excited to learn. Ideally someone interested in fisheries and spending lots of time in nature. Boating experience a plus.  
This is an excellent way to get your foot in the door at ADFG. There is a lot of respect for technicians that do well in season long field camp.  
Must be able to work entire season.

If you have questions or would like to be considered please reach out in an email to both Jody Lozori (jody.lozori@alaska.gov) and Naomi Brodersen (naomi.brodersen@alaska.gov) in the Fairbanks office.